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Key Points:6

• Atlantic and Pacific P −E (precipitation minus evaporation) asymmetry is mainly due to atmo-7

spheric moisture transport and precipitation8

• Moisture fluxes into the two polar ocean basins do not contribute significantly to the P − E9

asymmetries between the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Ocean basins10

• Deviations from zonal mean zonal moisture flux associated with the summer monsoon flow across11

Southeast Asia dominate the P − E asymmetry.12
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Abstract13

Basin-integrated precipitation minus evaporation (P−E) in the Pacific is near neutral while the Atlantic14

shows net evaporation. We link this P − E asymmetry to atmospheric moisture fluxes across the15

boundaries of the ocean drainage basins. Adopting an objective approach based on a comparison16

between actual fluxes and a zonally averaged circulation, we show that the asymmetry is dominated17

by moisture fluxes associated with the monthly-mean flow in the Tropics rather than by differences18

in moisture fluxes into the Southern Ocean and Arctic catchments. In boreal summer, the eastward19

moisture flux, due to the Asian Summer Monsoon flow, opposes the zonal mean westward flux in the20

Trade Winds and results in more positive P − E over the Pacific than both the Atlantic and Indian21

Oceans, even in the annual mean. Our results emphasize the role of atmospheric dynamics and moisture22

transport in the existence of the Atlantic/Pacific freshwater budget asymmetry.23

1 Introduction24

The contrast between Atlantic and Pacific sea surface salinity (SSS) is linked to the time-mean asym-25

metry in P − E (precipitation minus evaporation) where the Atlantic P − E ≈ −0.5 Sv (1 Sv ≡ 109 kg26

s−1) and the Pacific is near neutral. Craig et al. (2017) have shown the consistency of these estimates27

obtained from a range of atmospheric and oceanic analysis techniques. Both the SSS and P − E asym-28

metries have been linked to the existence of a meridional overturning circulation (MOC) in the Atlantic29

and absence of a Pacific MOC (Broecker, 1991; Ferreira et al., 2010, 2018).30

Previous studies have suggested that enhanced northward heat transport in the Atlantic by the31

Atlantic MOC (Trenberth & Caron, 2001) results in stronger Atlantic evaporation and the excess water32

vapour is transported in the Trade Winds across Central America to the Pacific causing weak net33

evaporation or net precipitation across the Pacific (Broecker, 1991). However, the Atlantic evaporation34

is only notably stronger in the subpolar region (Warren, 1983; Emile-Geay et al., 2003; Czaja, 2009;35

Wills & Schneider, 2015; Craig et al., 2017). There, sea surface temperatures are higher than in the36

Pacific (Warren, 1983; Manabe & Stouffer, 1988) and a greater fraction of the narrower basin is affected37

by advection of air off continents with low relative humidity (Schmitt et al., 1989) resulting in stronger38

area-averaged evaporation. However, the P − E asymmetry exists at all latitudes (Craig et al., 2017).39

South of 30◦N, the P − E asymmetry is dominated by greater precipitation per unit area over the40

Pacific than the Atlantic. At the basin scale, evaporation rates per unit area across the Atlantic, Pacific41

and Indian Oceans are similar (Craig et al., 2017) and therefore precipitation differences dominate the42

P − E asymmetry.43

The vertical integral of the atmospheric moisture budget, implies that, in a sufficiently long time-44

average, the asymmetry in P − E can only be balanced by differences in the convergence of atmospheric45

moisture flux into each ocean catchment. The drainage basins of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans46

are defined by their continental divides, where they exist, and connected by segments across sea where47

necessary (see Figure 1, further details below).48

The hypothesis that strong atmospheric moisture transport by the Trade Winds across Central49

America (Figure 2(b)) is the cause of the P − E asymmetry between the Atlantic and Pacific appears50

often in the literature. Some authors specifically refer to the Isthmus of Panama (a very narrow51

strip of land) as the location of the Atlantic-to-Pacific moisture transport (Zaucker & Broecker, 1992;52
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Figure 1. Vertically- and horizontally-integrated annual mean (1979-2014) ERA-Interim moisture fluxes normal

to each catchment boundary (QXY) and basin-integrated precipitation minus evaporation (P − E, boxes) calculated

from QXY using equation (1). The large dots (labelled A, B, C, D, E and F) indicate the nodes of each sector of the

Arctic (red) and Southern Ocean (gold) catchment boundaries where they meet the American (blue), African (black)

and South-East Asian (green) catchment boundaries. The crosses show where the catchment boundaries are split into

segments either based on the change in net direction of QXY or for geographical reasons. All units are Sverdrups (1

Sv ≡ 109 kg s−1).

Lohmann, 2003; Leduc et al., 2007; Sinha et al., 2012) and other authors refer to Central America in53

general (Broecker, 1991; Richter & Xie, 2010; Schmittner et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013). The emphasis54

on the moisture transport over Central America in explaining the P − E asymmetry is based on two55

elements: 1) this flux is one of the strongest and is larger than the moisture flux over Africa at similar56

latitudes and 2) it is the shortest pathway from the Pacific to the Atlantic drainage basins.57

Point 2 assumes that all Atlantic-to-Pacific atmospheric moisture transport across Central America58

is evaporated from the subtropical Atlantic and precipitated across the tropical Pacific (Leduc et al.,59

2007; Richter & Xie, 2010). This Eulerian understanding of the hydrological cycle ignores long-range60

atmospheric transport and potential remote sources of moisture and will be addressed in a separate61

paper.62

Focusing on point 1, there is indeed strong moisture transport across Central America (0.29-63

0.72 Sv; Richter and Xie (2010)) as the lower orography relative to North and South America results in a64

reduced rain shadow effect while the moisture transport over Africa at similar latitudes is comparatively65

smaller (Broecker (1991); Figure 2(b)). However, it could be argued equally that the weakness of the66

moisture flux over Africa explains the divergent moisture transport over the Atlantic drainage basin.67

In other words, previous studies (cited above) highlighted the atmospheric moisture transport across68

Central America without providing a clear benchmark to objectively compare the relative contributions69

of the fluxes around the drainage basin to the asymmetry.70
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Figure 2. Annual mean (1979-2014) ERA-Interim p− e (lowercase p and e represent local precipitation and

evaporation rates) from vertically integrated moisture flux divergence: (a) zonal mean [p− e] from 80◦S to 80◦N and

(b) global p− e (overbar denotes time mean) across the oceans (contours) and vertically-integrated moisture fluxes

(arrows - see bottom right for scale). The black lines along 60◦N and 35◦S highlight the ocean basin latitude range

referred to in the text.

Here, to study the Atlantic-Pacific P − E asymmetry, we suggest that the zonally averaged atmo-71

spheric state is a useful reference state to compare moisture fluxes, especially those across the (quasi-)72

meridionally-orientated boundaries. One salient point is that the normal moisture fluxes, integrated73

along the meridionally-orientated boundaries, could not contribute to the P − E asymmetries between74

basins if they were all equal to the zonal average zonal moisture flux. It is only deviations from the75

zonal average flux across these boundaries, or the fluxes into the Southern Ocean (SO) or Arctic basins,76

that could contribute to the P − E asymmetries. Critically, the normal moisture flux across the Amer-77

ican catchment boundary is approximately equal to the integral of the zonal mean zonal moisture flux78

across the same latitude range (Ferreira et al., 2018). It is therefore unlikely that the flux across the79

American catchment boundary contributes to the P − E asymmetry between the Atlantic and Pacific80

as was suggested by previous studies.81

Another salient feature arises from consideration of the zonally averaged P − E. The time-mean82

zonal-mean P − E is negative in the subtropics and positive in the equatorial region and at high latitudes83

(summing up to zero when integrated globally) (Figure 2(a)). Therefore, over the latitude range of the84

Pacific basin, extending from approximately 35◦S to 60◦N, the zonal mean P − E must be negative, as85

this range excludes the zone of net precipitation in the southern hemisphere high latitudes (Figure 2(b)).86

Atlantic and Pacific P −E can be considered anomalous such that they deviate from the negative value87

obtained by integrating the zonal mean distribution over the area of the basin. The negative Atlantic88

P − E is therefore much closer to the zonal averaged value, i.e. less anomalous, than the neutral Pacific.89

In this paper, we will address the time mean P − E asymmetry. To this end, we evaluate, in a90

quantitative and objective manner, the contributions of the moisture fluxes across catchment boundaries91

to the asymmetry using the zonally-averaged state as a reference point. Our analysis notably reveals92

that the moisture flux across Southeast Asia is the dominant factor in the P − E asymmetry.93
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2 Data and Methods94

Throughout this paper we use vertically-integrated horizontal water vapour fluxes from ERA-Interim

reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) over the period 1979 to 2014. The integral of moisture fluxes (QXY) normal

to the catchment boundaries surrounding the ocean drainage basins (defined in the dataset Craig (2019))

are calculated using the formula:

QXY =
1

g

ˆ Y

X

ˆ 1

0

qV · n̂∂p
∂η

dη dl (1)

where dl denotes the line element along boundary XY, n̂ is its unit normal vector, V is the horizontal95

wind vector, q is specific humidity, η is the vertical coordinate of the ERA-Interim data and p is pressure.96

These are linked precisely to P − E through the divergence theorem (see Supporting Information; SI).97

Note that Craig et al. (2017) present E − P −R including the runoff, R, estimated with Dai and98

Trenberth (2002)’s river discharge dataset. Here, P − E for an ocean drainage basin incorporates R as99

it is approximately equal to net precipitation over land assuming that storage fluxes are relatively small100

in the monthly average. See the SI for more details on the data and methods.101

3 Annual Mean Moisture Fluxes and Basin-Integrated P − E102

The annual average P −E for the five ocean basins and the integral fluxes across the various segments103

of the boundaries surrounding the basin catchments are shown in Figure 1. General features are that104

moisture fluxes are mainly crossing the boundaries eastwards in the extratropics, and also polewards105

across 35◦S into the SO basin. In the tropics transport crosses the boundaries westwards in the Trade106

Winds, with the notable exception of Southeast Asia (boundary CD) where the annual average flux is107

in the opposite direction.108

Across the American boundary (EF) westward atmospheric moisture transport in the tropics is109

partially offset by eastward transport in the mid-latitudes. In contrast, across the northern section110

of the Southeast Asian catchment boundary (CD) there is an eastward moisture flux associated with111

the annual mean flow across India and the Bay of Bengal. The P − E values calculated from QXY112

surrounding the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans are consistent with the various estimates compared113

in Craig et al. (2017). Other authors have presented maps similar to Figure 1 (Rodriguez et al., 2011;114

Levang & Schmitt, 2015; Singh et al., 2016) but in some estimates QCD is weaker than, or of opposing115

sign to, Figure 1. This appears to be a consequence of coarse resolution and problems with representing116

the Walker Circulation (Schiemann et al., 2014) and winds over the equatorial Indian Ocean (Goswami117

& Sengupta, 2003). Some studies present a CD boundary wildly different from Figure 2 which results in118

a weaker QCD but does not substantially change the P − E asymmetries. These estimates are discussed119

in more detail in the SI.120

A common interpretation of Figure 1 is that the westward Atlantic-to-Pacific transport across121

the southern end of the American boundary (0.40 Sv) dominates the P − E asymmetry as it is the122

largest flux entering the Pacific (Broecker, 1991; Zaucker & Broecker, 1992; Richter & Xie, 2010).123

However, this ignores the net eastward Indian-to-Pacific transport, QCD, across South-East Asia (0.16124

Sv). Atmospheric moisture converges into the Pacific drainage basin across both its western (CD) and125

eastern (EF) boundaries while the net transport is westward across both the western (EF) and eastern126

(AB) boundaries of the Atlantic basin. There is also net export of atmospheric moisture across all four127

catchment boundaries of the Indian drainage basin (resulting in strong net moisture flux divergence)128
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and therefore the Indian Ocean acts as a source of moisture for both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans129

(Stohl & James, 2005; Craig, 2018).130

Sub-monthly moisture fluxes across the Arctic and SO boundaries are always poleward (with the131

exception of the River Plate drainage basin) reflecting the net poleward moisture transport in mid-132

latitude weather systems (Pfahl et al., 2015; Dey & Döös, 2019). Sub-monthly poleward fluxes across133

35◦S to the So are similar per unit length along each sector (Table S2) and therefore cannot account for134

the Atlantic/Pacific P − E asymmetry. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the sub-monthly fluxes135

into the Arctic; fluxes associated with the monthly-mean flow are discussed in Section 5.2.136

The sub-monthly fluxes across the boundaries between the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans137

are very small compared to those associated with the monthly-mean flow (Figure S1). The mean flow138

results in net precipitation across the Pacific but sub-monthly processes result in net evaporation with139

the strongest Q′n across 35◦S. The P − E asymmetry is therefore dominated by the monthly-mean flow140

across the African, South-East Asian and American boundaries.141

4 Seasonal Cycle in Moisture Fluxes and P − E142

The Atlantic/Pacific P − E asymmetry is greatest in JJA (> 1 Sv) when the net Southeast Asian flux143

QCD is eastward (0.59 Sv), associated with the Asian Summer Monsoon, and the westward net flux144

across the Americas, QEF , peaks (0.38 Sv) associated with the maximum strength of the Caribbean145

low-level jet (LLJ) (Wang et al., 2013). Both converge moisture into the Pacific basin, resulting in146

P − E = 0.55 Sv in JJA (Figure 3(c)). The JJA peak in QEF coincides with minimum African flux,147

QAB , (0.08 Sv) as the Somali LLJ diverts moisture away from Africa (Riddle & Cook, 2008) thus148

contributing to peak Atlantic net evaporation (-0.63 Sv, Figure 3(c)). The moisture storage term,149

∂(TCWV )/∂t (Equation 1 in SI), is more important in the seasonal cycle than in annual climatologies150

(Berrisford et al., 2011; Trenberth et al., 2011) but is only significant in the Pacific in JJA where it151

exceeds the divergence of Qn by 0.01 Sv (Table S1). Atlantic and Pacific ∂(TCWV )/∂t are of the152

same sign in JJA so the magnitude of the P − E asymmetry is only slightly affected by the storage of153

moisture in the seasonal cycle.154

The seasonal cycle of the Atlantic/Pacific P − E asymmetry is therefore strongly influenced by155

the meteorology of the Indian Ocean and the dynamics of the Asian Monsoon (Stohl & James, 2005;156

Baker et al., 2015; Craig, 2018; Volonté et al., 2019) as the direction of QCD only changes with season.157

The annual mean moisture flux field (Figure 2(b)) over the Indian Ocean, Maritime Continent and158

North-West Pacific is dominated by JJA, as is Pacific P − E since it is negative during the rest of the159

year, but strongly positive in JJA, enabling the Pacific basin to be neutral in the annual mean (Figure160

3). Emile-Geay et al. (2003) first suggested a role for the Asian Monsoon in the P − E asymmetry but161

only for the subpolar regions, while Craig et al. (2017) showed that the P − E asymmetry is dominated162

by stronger Pacific precipitation per unit area south of 30◦N.163

5 Understanding the P − E Asymmetry by a Process of Elimination164

The evidence has now been presented which will enable the deduction that the atmospheric moisture165

flux across Southeast Asia (the catchment boundary CD) is the dominant reason for the asymmetry in166

P − E integrated over the Pacific compared with the Atlantic and Indian Ocean basins. The argument167
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Figure 3. Climatological seasonal means (1979-2014) of P − E (boxes) and vertically- and horizontally-integrated

moisture fluxes normal to each catchment boundary (arrows) split into sections based on geographic locations or

change in the net direction of annual mean Qn. All values are in Sverdrups (1 Sv ≡ 109 kg s−1) and rounded to two

significant figures.

detailed below follows a process of elimination where the influence of moisture exchange with the Arctic168

and SO catchments are discounted and so are sub-monthly moisture fluxes in the Tropics. The final169

argument regards the moisture flux associated with the monthly-mean flow across the three boundaries170

AB, CD and EF.171

5.1 Poleward flux across 35◦S into the Southern Ocean catchment172

The net moisture flux poleward across 35◦S is strongest in the Pacific sector (0.37 Sv) and weakest in173

the Indian sector (0.20 Sv) (Figure 1). However, the relative widths of the basins at 35◦S (the Pacific174

is wider than the Atlantic and Indian Oceans by a factor of 1.8 and 1.5 respectively) dominates this175

variation. Sub-monthly fluxes are approximately equal when scaled by unit length along the boundary176

and therefore do not make a significant contribution to asymmetries in P − E (Table S2).177

However, Qm
n is an order of magnitude larger in the Atlantic than in the Pacific. Possible reasons178

for this are:179

1. a greater fraction of the Atlantic is occupied by southward q v (Figure S2) while in the Pacific180

the subtropical high is confined to the east of the basin (see Figure 2(b)).181

2. the easterly trade winds are deflected to the south by the Andes resulting in strong southward182

q v over South America and a region off the east coast of Brazil.183

3. the South Pacific Convergence Zone may weaken q v in the South Pacific as it causes anomalous184

moisture flux convergence into a region which has no analogue in the Atlantic (Figure S2).185
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Nevertheless, this Qm
n asymmetry is small compared with the difference in P − E between the Pacific186

and Atlantic.187

5.2 Moisture exchange with Arctic188

Atmospheric moisture imported into the Pacific drainage basin across Asia between the Himalayas and189

Bering Strait (0.11 Sv, Figure 1) is balanced by moisture exported across Canada and Alaska in the190

mid-latitude westerlies. Therefore, net QDF across the Pacfic sector of the Arctic catchment boundary191

is approximately zero. Moisture imported across Canada into the Atlantic basin (0.09 Sv) is almost192

balanced by atmospheric moisture export into the Arctic (0.08 Sv) at the end of the North Atlantic193

storm track. However, net moisture flux across the Atlantic sector of the Arctic catchment boundary194

is dominated by zonal transport of 0.12 Sv across Europe into the Central Asian endorheic basin (i.e.195

isolated from the global ocean) where P − E ≈ 0 Sv (Stohl & James, 2005). This results in a net export196

of atmospheric moisture from the Atlantic basin into the Arctic basin which contributes 0.11 Sv to the197

net negative P − E of the Atlantic.198

This asymmetry is related to the shape of the Arctic catchment boundary (Figure 1). The Atlantic199

sector extends further south at its eastern end (Turkey) than the Pacific sector (southern Canada) so200

zonal moisture fluxes act to export moisture from the Atlantic into the Arctic across Eastern Europe201

(Figure 2). This accounts for the majority of the net positive P − E of the Arctic basin. The remainder202

of moisture flux convergence into the Arctic basin comes across the neighbouring boundary over the203

Middle East from the Indian Ocean basin.204

As introduced in Section 3, the sub-monthly flux Q
′

n across boundaries BD, DF and FB is directed205

everywhere into the Arctic, and does not contribute significantly to the P − E asymmetry. However,206

Qm
n from the Atlantic into the Arctic does contribute 0.11 Sv to the asymmetry (making P − E more207

negative for the Atlantic) since the net flux from the Pacific into the Arctic is approximately zero.208

5.3 Anomalous Moisture Flux Across the Meridional Boundaries209

As discussed in section 1, the moisture fluxes across the “meridional” boundaries AB, DC and EF210

(Figure 1) can only contribute substantially to the P − E asymmetry if they differ, when integrated,211

from the zonal mean flux across the same latitude range - otherwise just as much moisture would leave212

as entered each catchment across these boundaries. Figure 4 compares profiles of American, African213

and South-East Asian Qn to the zonal mean zonal moisture flux, [qu], as well as the corresponding214

integrals over the segments AB, CD, and EF.215

The integral flux across the American boundary, QEF , almost matches the integral of [qu] across216

the same range of latitudes with a difference of only 0.01 Sv (Figure 4(a)). The most significant deviation217

of Qn from [qu] occurs at 11◦N above Lake Nicaragua in the Papagayo jet (Clarke, 1988) with a peak218

at 265 kg m−1 s−1. The other peaks along Central America are at 17◦N through the Chivela Pass from219

the Tehuantepec jet and at 9◦N from the Panama jet (Steenburgh et al., 1998). Above Panama, QEF is220

less than [qu] so, contrary to previous literature (Zaucker & Broecker, 1992; Lohmann, 2003; Leduc et221

al., 2007; Sinha et al., 2012), moisture flux across Panama cannot be the dominant aspect of the P − E222

asymmetry.223
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Figure 4. Comparison between the zonal mean zonal moisture flux ([qu], dashed lines) and the profile of the

moisture flux normal to the (a) American, (b) African and (c) South-East Asian catchment boundaries (Qn, solid

lines). The coloured numbers show the integrated fluxes, QEF , QAB and QCD, for the respective catchment boundaries

and the grey numbers show the integral of [qu] between the latitude limits of each catchment boundary.

The profile of African Qn also bears some similarity to [qu] with a peak at 3◦N (210 kg m−1 s−1)224

in northern Kenya from the Turkana LLJ between the Ethiopian Highlands and East African High-225

lands (Nicholson, 2016). The integral flux QAB has the same sign as the integral of [qu] between the226

corresponding latitudes but is 0.20 Sv weaker (Figure 4(b)).227

The profile of Southeast Asian flux paints a very different picture to its American and African228

counterparts (Figure 4(c)). Deviations from [qu] along the Southeast Asian catchment boundary are229

far larger than those along the American and African catchment boundaries. Much of Qn is of opposite230

sign to [qu], particularly across Thailand. The two only match between 10◦S and 15◦S above the Torres231

Strait between Australia and Papua New Guinea. The integral QCD is therefore of opposite sign to the232

corresponding integral of [qu], giving a net anomalous moisture export of 0.66 Sv (difference between233

integral of [qu] and QCD) from the Indian Ocean drainage basin to the Pacific.234

To demonstrate the role of deviations of the integral moisture fluxes QAB , QCD and QEF from235

[qu] in setting the P − E asymmetry, we conduct a thought experiment by considering a zonally sym-236

metric atmospheric circulation where moisture fluxes across the African, American and Southeast Asian237

boundaries match the corresponding integrals of [qu] across their respective latitude ranges (Figure 5).238

The implied net P − E over each ocean basin is then computed from the modified Q̃AB , Q̃CD and Q̃EF239

keeping fluxes across the Arctic and SO boundaries unchanged.240
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If the fluxes across AB, CD and EF each matched [qu] (Figure 5(a)), P − E would be negative in241

the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian Ocean basins as expected (see section 1). Furthermore, the three ocean242

basins would have similar P − E per unit area (Table S3). This also reinforces that moisture fluxes to243

the Arctic and SO play minor roles in the P − E asymmetry. When the flux across Africa is reverted244

to its “real world” value less atmospheric moisture flux is leaving the Indian Ocean basin and enters245

the Atlantic basin, so Indian P − E becomes approximately neutral and Atlantic net evaporation is246

stronger, matching the “real world” value (Figure 5(b)).247

There is very little impact on Pacific and Atlantic P − E when the flux across the Americas QEF248

is reverted to its “real world” value since it is almost the same as the integral of [qu] (Figure 4(a)).249

Reverting the flux across Southeast Asia to its “real world” value, QCD, reverses the sign relative to250

the zonal-mean flux (Figure 5(c)). The Indian Ocean now becomes strongly evaporative and Pacific251

P − E becomes neutral as seen in Figure 1. In summary, the thought experiment shows that deviations252

from [qu] along the South-East Asian catchment boundary dominate the P − E asymmetry between253

the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, and as well as between the Indian and Pacific Oceans.254

6 Conclusions255

Through a process of elimination, it has been deduced that the atmospheric moisture flux across South-256

east Asia, especially during the Asian Summer Monsoon, is the dominant factor establishing the P − E257

asymmetry between the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian Oceans. The steps in the argument eliminating258

other factors are:259

1. Moisture fluxes into the SO basin are dominated by sub-monthly fluxes which are everywhere260

poleward with similar Q′n per unit length along each sector of 35◦S (Table S2). Therefore, fluxes261

across the SO boundary do not contribute to the P − E asymmetry.262

2. Fluxes associated with the monthly-mean flow are greater across some segments of the Arctic263

boundary compared with the poleward flux from the sub-monthly fluxes. However, the net flux264

between the Pacific and Arctic is almost zero while there is a net flux into the Arctic from the265

Atlantic basin of 0.11 Sv. This contributes almost one quarter of the P − E asymmetry.266

3. Sub-monthly fluxes (Q′n) across the American, African and Southeast Asian boundaries (Figure267

S1) are very small compared to the flux by the monthly-mean flow.268

4. Integral moisture fluxes across the African, Southeast Asian and American boundaries, QAB ,269

QCD and QEF , only contribute to ocean basin asymmetry in P − E such that they deviate from270

the zonal mean zonal moisture flux ([qu]) integrated over the same latitude range. The net271

flux across the Americas, QEF , approximately equals the integral of [qu] and therefore does not272

contribute to the P − E asymmetry (Figures 4 and 5, Table S3).273

The deviation of the flux across Southeast Asia, QCD, from [qu] dominates the annual mean state of the274

asymmetry. The net eastward moisture flux of 0.59 Sv during the Asian Summer Monsoon generates275

a large deviation from the westward zonal mean flux, even in the annual average. This causes annual276

mean Pacific P − E to be approximately neutral rather than the net evaporation (P − E ≈ −0.66 Sv)277

calculated using [qu] across the latitude range of boundary CD (Figure 4).278
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Figure 5. A thought experimentillustrating the influence of integral moisture fluxes across the catchment bound-

aries between the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans. (a) Basin-integrated P − E (values in boxes) in the hypothetical

situation that the normal fluxes across boundaries AB, CD and EF were equal to zonal mean zonal moisture fluxes.

(b) Reverting the fluxes across the African and American catchment boundaries to the observed values QAB and QEF

and consequences for P − E. (c) Reverting the flux across the Southeast Asian boundary to the observed value, QCD,

recovering the ERA-Interim “real world” estimates in all catchments. Note that moisture transports across the Arctic

and SO catchments remain unchanged. Fluxes and P − E are given in Sv.

The seasonal cycles of QXY and P − E show that Southeast Asian QCD changes direction, and279

African QAB weakens, during the Asian Summer Monsoon in JJA. This results in a strong excess of280

precipitation over evaporation across the Pacific, a peak in Indian Ocean net evaporation (Figure 3c)281

and also a reduction of moisture flux into the Atlantic across Africa. The role of the Asian Monsoon282

has been identified as an important factor previously (Emile-Geay et al., 2003; Czaja, 2009; Ferreira et283
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al., 2018) but we present the first quantification of its impact and argue that it affects the basin scale284

asymmetry, rather than just the subpolar asymmetry, between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.285
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Introduction This supplementary material contains the following material relevant to

the main text:

• Text S1 describes the reanalysis dataset used in this study.

• Text S2 describes the calculations used in this study and the catchment boundaries

of the ocean drainage basins.

• Text S3 compares the estimate of moisture fluxes and P − E to previous estimates.
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• Figure S1 and Tables S1-S3 are not referred to in Text S1-S3 but contain information

relevant to the main text. Figure S1 is referred to in Table S2.

Text S1: Data

This paper uses monthly mean vertical integrals of zonal (qu) and meridional (qv) moisture

fluxes from the Interim European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)

Reanalysis (ERA-Interim) (Dee et al., 2011). ERA-Interim covers the period from Jan-

uary 1st 1979 to present; in this work we use the 36-year period spanning 1979-2014. The

ECMWF forecast model (Integrated Forecasting System; IFS) has three fully coupled

components for the atmosphere, land surface and ocean waves. The atmospheric compo-

nent has a spectral dynamical core with a hybrid vertical η co-ordinate. The model has

T255 horizontal resolution on a reduced Gaussian grid with 79 km grid spacing and 60

vertical levels. A 4D-VAR data assimilation scheme is used with 12-hourly analysis cycles

which combine observations with prior information from the model. The monthly mean

data we use is interpolated to a full Gaussian grid of approximately 0.7◦× 0.7◦ horizontal

resolution.

Text S2: Methods The atmospheric moisture budget is the vertical integral of the mass

continuity equation for water vapour (Berrisford et al., 2011; Craig et al., 2017):

∂TCWV

∂t
+

1

g

ˆ 1

0

∇ · qv∂p
∂η

dη = E − P, (1)

where E is evaporation, P is precipitation, g is gravity, q is specific humidity, v is the

horizontal velocity vector, p is pressure, η is the hybrid vertical co-ordinate of the ECMWF

model and TCWV = 1
g

´ 1
0
q ∂p
∂η

dη is total column water vapour. On long time scales, the
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storage term (first term on the left-hand side of equation (1)) is neglected as it is orders of

magnitude (Table S1) smaller than the divergence term (second term of right-hand side)

(Trenberth et al., 2011; Craig et al., 2017).

For an ocean drainage basin (the ocean and all the land which drains into it; Figure

1 in main text) the divergence term in equation (1) is linked to the vertically integrated

moisture fluxes normal to the catchment boundaries through Divergence Theorem:

˚
V

∇ ·Q dV =

‹
∂V

Q · n̂ ∂p

∂η
dη dl, (2)

where Q = qv, V is the volume of atmosphere above the ocean drainage basin, ∂V is the

boundary of the drainage basin, n̂ is an outward-pointing unit normal vector and dl is

the length of the boundary. Substituting equation (2) into equation (1) gives

1

g

‹
∂V

Q · n̂ ∂p

∂η
dη dl = E − P. (3)

Note that we consider a moisture flux entering an ocean drainage basin to be positive

(inward-pointing normal vector) and therefore calculate P − E (positive into the surface).

Throughout this paper, the vertically-integrated moisture fluxes normal to the catchment

boundaries of the ocean drainage basins (Figure 1 in main paper) are calculated from

monthly mean ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011) zonal (qu) and meridional (qv) moisture

flux fields on a full Gaussian grid of approximately 0.7◦ × 0.7◦ horizontal resolution.

The time-mean zonal and meridional moisture fluxes can be decomposed into mean flow

and transient parts:

q v = q v + q′v′, (4)

where q v is calculated from 6-hourly analysis steps, q v is the moisture flux explained

by the time mean flow (calculated from monthly means) and q′v′ is the moisture flux
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explained by transient processes on timescales shorter than one month. The contribution

of the mean flow and transient flow to the moisture fluxes normal to the catchment

boundaries and P − E can therefore be calculated from equation (4),

Q · n̂ = q v · n̂ + q′v′ · n̂, (5)

P − E = (P − E)q v + (P − E)q′v′ . (6)

In the main text Q · n̂ is represented as Qn, q v · n̂ as Qm
n and q′v′ · n̂ as Q′n (Figure S1).

The catchment boundaries of the ocean drainage basins (Figure 1 in main paper) were

defined by overlaying river catchment area boundaries over orography and manually se-

lecting points along the catchment boundary - see Craig (2019) for more details. The

integrand of equation (3) is calculated at points approximately 75 km apart which is ap-

proximately the horizontal resolution of the ECMWF model (Dee et al., 2011).

Text S3: Comparing moisture fluxes and P − E to previous estimates

There are three other recent published estimates of annual meanQn and P − E (Rodriguez

et al., 2011; Levang & Schmitt, 2015; Singh et al., 2016) calculated from ECMWF reanal-

ysis data. Each estimate uses a different method to define the catchment boundaries of

the ocean drainage basins. Compared to Figure 2 from the main text, Rodriguez et al.

(2011) find a weaker Atlantic/Pacific moisture budget asymmetry of 0.3 Sv (compared to

0.47 Sv here). Singh et al. (2016) only focused on moisture fluxes in/out of the Atlantic

drainage basin but their estimate of P − E = 0.47 Sv matches Figure 2 from the main

text. As Levang and Schmitt (2015) include the Arctic and North Atlantic in the same

drainage basin it is not possible toextract a basin-scale asymmetry comparable to our
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from their study.

Differences in estimates of P − E are partially due to the differing extents of the

ocean drainage basins defined in each of these studies. One particularly clear issue is

the catchment boundary along Central America from Singh et al. (2016) which crosses

the Caribbean Sea and rejoins the continent on the eastern branch of the Andes in Colom-

bia. This is caused by Singh et al. (2016) using the maximum topography in a longitude

range to define the catchment boundaries which results in a slightly larger westward Qn

(0.46 Sv) compared to the present estimate (0.40 Sv, Figure 1 in main text).

The most notable difference in Qn between previous studies occurs along the South-

East Asian catchment boundary. The net eastward Qn in Figure 2 from the main text

(0.16 Sv) is much stronger than the eastward Qn from Rodriguez et al. (2011) and Levang

and Schmitt (2015) (0.01 Sv and 0.07 Sv respectively). This discrepancy is caused by

different placements of the catchment boundary. In Rodriguez et al. (2011), the catch-

ment boundary extends southward from the Maritime Continent before turning due east

towards Australia i.e. the catchment boundary cuts through the open Indian Ocean.

The catchment boundary from Levang and Schmitt (2015) cuts through the Maritime

Continent further to the north than the present estimate’s South-East Asian catchment

boundary. The Levang and Schmitt (2015) catchment boundary passes through the region

of moisture flux convergence which strongly affects net South-East Asian Qn.

Further issues with South-East Asian Qn are found in the NCEP reanalysis (Rodriguez

et al., 2011) and Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) models

(Levang & Schmitt, 2015). In both cases, Qn is westward from the Pacific to the In-
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dian Ocean - the opposite direction from ERA40 and ERA-Interim (Figure 1 from main

text). The discrepancies between climate model and NCEP reanalysis compared to ERA-

Interim may be a result of coarser resolution. For example, Schiemann et al. (2014) showed

that the Walker circulation is enhanced and moisture flux convergence increases over the

Maritime Continent in an atmosphere-only GCM when the resolution is increased from

350 km to 110 km. Goswami and Sengupta (2003) highlighted deficiencies in the older,

low resolution NCEP reanalysis (used by Rodriguez et al. (2011)) winds over the equato-

rial Indian Ocean and linked these errors to deficencies in the precipitation estimate.

To test the sensitivity of the normal moisture fluxes and P −E to the placement of the

catchment boundaries, the moisture fluxes across approximations of the South-East Asian

catchment boundary (CD in Figure 1 from the main text) from Rodriguez et al. (2011)

and Levang and Schmitt (2015) (Figure S3) were calculated using ERA-Interim to com-

pare to the flux across the boundary from Craig (2019). The equivalent integral fluxes,

QCD, are 0.034 Sv and 0.099 Sv (both eastward, Indian-to-Pacific) for the Rodriguez et

al. (2011) and Levang and Schmitt (2015) catchment boundaries respectively. These QCD

are weaker than the 0.158 Sv from the Craig (2019) catchment boundary but are oriented

in the same direction. The Rodriguez et al. (2011) QCD gives P − E of -0.51 Sv and -

0.13 Sv for the Indian and Pacific Ocean drainage basins respectively, and the Levang and

Schmitt (2015) QCD gives P − E of -0.58 Sv and -0.06 Sv for the Indian and Pacific basins

respectively. Both these alternative calculations of QCD result in weaker net evaporation

for the Indian Ocean compared to Figure 1 from the main text (-0.64 Sv) and a switch to

weak net evaporation for the Pacific Ocean from the neutral moisture budget in the main
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text. The normal moisture flux and P −E are therefore sensitive to the placement of the

catchment boundary but, in this case, not substantially enough to change the existence

of P − E asymmetries (particularly when the areas of the basins are considered) or the

net direction of QCD. The conclusions drawn in the main text are therefore not affected

by differences in placement of catchment boundaries.

Text S4: Reasons for asymmetry in Qm
n

Section 5.1 in the main text mentions an asymmetry in Qm
n across 35◦S. Possible reasons

for the asymmetry between Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Qm
n along 35◦S (Table S2) are:

1. a greater fraction of the Atlantic is occupied by southward flux q v (Figure S2) while

in the Pacific the subtropical high is confined to the east of the basin (see Figure 2(b)).

2. the easterly trade winds are deflected to the south by the Andes resulting in strong

southward q v over South America and a region off the east coast of Brazil.

3. the South Pacific Convergence Zone may weaken q v in the South Pacific as it causes

anomalous moisture flux convergence into a region which has no analogue in the Atlantic

(Figure S2).
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Figure S1. Reynolds decomposition of moisture fluxes normal to catchment boundaries

(arrows) and P − E (boxes) into (a) monthly mean flow and (b) transient contributions. All

values represent annual mean climatologies and are given in Sverdrups (1 Sv ≡ 109 kg s−1).
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Figure S2. Reynolds decomposition of the 1979-2014 annual mean zonal (qu) and meridional

(qv) moisture fluxes. Panels (a) and (b) show the annual mean climatologies for each flux; (c)

and (d) show the monthly mean flow; (e) and (f) show the sub-monthly fluxes.
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Figure S3. Approximations of the South-East Asian catchment boundaries from Levang and

Schmitt (2015) in black and Rodriguez et al. (2011) in red. These catchment boundaries match

the one defined by Craig (2019) until the twelfth point on the coast of Peninsular Malaysia.

Between this point and the terminal point in North-East Australia the catchment boundaries

approximately match those defined in the respective studies, although the final four segments

of the Levang and Schmitt (2015) catchment boundary are the same as Craig (2019). The grey

shading represents the Etopo05 orography.
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Table S1. Climatological seasonal mean storage terms, ∂(TCWV )/∂t (see equation (1)), for

each ocean drainage basin rounded to three decimal places. Units are Sverdrups.

DJF MAM JJA SON

Atlantic 0.005 -0.067 -0.032 0.084

Indian -0.010 0.014 0.010 -0.012

Pacific -0.008 -0.058 -0.019 0.080

Arctic -0.002 -0.040 -0.010 0.047

Southern -0.015 0.061 0.019 -0.051

Table S2. Net atmospheric moisture flux (Sv) and flux per unit length (10−8 Sv m−1) across

each ocean sector of 35◦S. Values of Qn are also shown in Figure 2 in the main text. Values of

Qm
n and Q′n are shown in Figure S1.

Qn Qm
n Q′n

length (km) Sv 10−8 Sv m−1 Sv 10−8 Sv m−1 Sv 10−8 Sv m−1

Atlantic 6773.4 -0.26 -3.99 -0.07 -1.03 -0.20 -2.95

Indian 8714.4 -0.20 -2.30 -0.01 -0.12 -0.19 -2.18

Pacific 12670.4 -0.37 -2.92 -0.01 0.08 -0.35 -2.76
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Table S3. Basin-integrated (Sv) and area-averaged (Sv m−2) P − E for the Atlantic, Indian

and Pacific Oceans from ERA-Interim (Figure 5(c) in the main text) and the idealized zonally

symmetric state (Figure 5(a) in the main text). The areas (second row) are for the oceans only

and do not include the land part of the drainage basins. Therefore (P − E)land is assumed to

enter the oceans as runoff.

Atlantic Indian Pacific

Area (m2) 0.746× 1014 0.450× 1014 1.405× 1014

ERA-Interim
P − E (Sv) -0.47 -0.64 0.00

area average (Sv/m2) −0.630× 10−14 −1.422× 10−14 0.00

Idealized
P − E (Sv) -0.28 -0.18 -0.65

area average (Sv/m2) −0.375× 10−14 −0.400× 10−14 −0.463× 10−14
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